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  1. What is the famous Indian drink "Lassi" made of?

Cheese

Yoghurt

Cream

2. What is usually combined with "Sarson Ka saag" (Mustard leaves recipe) in a traditional north Indian
household during winters?

Maida Ki Roti

Kanak Ki Roti

Makki Ki Roti

3. What is the name of the white food component which most Indian love to eat, and vegetarians eat it for
protein intake?

Milk

Cheese

Rice

4. Which of the following is not an Indian bread?

Challah

Roti

Poori

5. What is the clay oven used to cook tandoori food know as?

Tandura
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Tandu

Tandoor

6. Name the famous food cooked in "Saawan" in India?

Kheer-Poda

Shikopala

Sambhar-Dosa

7. What type of meat do Indian Muslims never eat?

Chicken

Mutton

Pork

8. What is the traditional Indian puffy snack served with hot tea during rains, filled with vegetables and deep
fried?

Pooda

Samosa

Pao

9. Name the North East Indian State specialty made of fish, vegetables and bamboo shoots and requires
fermentation?

Eryba

Iromba

Iriba

10. In southern India, people mostly eat with:

Left Hand

Right Hand

Both Hands
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Right answers

  1. What is the famous Indian drink "Lassi" made of?
  Yoghurt
  2. What is usually combined with "Sarson Ka saag" (Mustard leaves recipe) in a traditional north Indian
household during winters?
  Makki Ki Roti
  3. What is the name of the white food component which most Indian love to eat, and vegetarians eat
it for protein intake?
  Cheese
  4. Which of the following is not an Indian bread?
  Challah
  5. What is the clay oven used to cook tandoori food know as?
  Tandoor
  6. Name the famous food cooked in "Saawan" in India?
  Kheer-Poda
  7. What type of meat do Indian Muslims never eat?
  Pork
  8. What is the traditional Indian puffy snack served with hot tea during rains, filled with vegetables and
deep fried?
  Samosa
  9. Name the North East Indian State specialty made of fish, vegetables and bamboo shoots and
requires fermentation?
  Iromba
  10. In southern India, people mostly eat with:
  Right Hand
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